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Almost four centuries ago, John Donne famously mused that ‘no man is an island,’ 
and this sentiment represents a conceptual cornerstone of Peter Gabriel’s 1977 
song, ‘Here Comes the Flood.’

In the lyrics, Gabriel uses the metaphor of environmental cataclysm to lament the 
tsunami-like approach of a posthuman era: a hypothetical future in which people no 
longer exist as physical entities, having uploaded their consciousness into a digital 
environment. He describes the forsaking of “flesh and blood” for virtual existence 
using language that suggests an act of God, or an expression of natural forces as 
inevitable as evolution or extinction. 

The Flood, as depicted in the Bible, figures as a watershed for God’s chosen fauna – 
including humans – to survive what comprises an extinction event for the remainder 
of non-aquatic life worldwide. In this interpretation, however, the Ark is implied to be 
an electric one, and it is the physical human condition with which we are so familiar, 
that Gabriel’s vision of the Flood is poised to extinguish.

The lyrics are rich with biblical connotations, ranging from the crucifixion imagery of 
“as the nail sunk in the cloud” and the direct mention of “Easter tide”, to the way 
Gabriel addresses the “Lord” in the chorus. But the song is far from a religious one, 
at least in terms of what a religious song is typically understood to be.

From the lyrics’ outset, Gabriel makes distinct connections between nature and 
machine. As night falls, “the signals grow on radios”, and the “stranded starfish” we 
are introduced to soon afterward make it seem as if the first characters we meet in 
this story are radios and starfish. The “waves of steel” that “hurled metal at the sky”, 
and the “nail sunk in the cloud” continue the motif of technology intertwined with the 
natural world.

The use of rhyme and rhythm throughout the song is remarkably intricate. Gabriel 
ostensibly uses an ABAB pattern in the verses and AABB in the chorus, but the 
actual placement of rhyming words within the rhythmic framework creates an 
assymetrical, organic effect. The metre is perfectly crafted: mathematically, the 
stressed and unstressed syllables are arranged into neat and consistent patterns. 
Schematically, the rhyming is impeccable, even if there are examples of assonance 
and imperfect rhyme (gone/dawn, things/warnings) shuffled in among perfect 
couplets (“Stranded starfish...”) and double rhymes (waters/daughters).

Yet the rhyme and metre are out of phase with one another, giving the lyrics 
a beautifully fluid, living quality, and the aesthetic result is both intriguing and 
captivating. “When the night shows/The signals grow on radios/All the strange 
things/They come and go/As early warnings...” It is almost as if Gabriel is emulating 
a neural network with language, using rhyme to connect ideas into a structure that 
seems to have been grown, rather than built.


